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By MINDY BUYCK
Student government editor
Most of the Student Senate candidates questioned at
Wednesday night’s Student Senate forum said they
would like to improve campus recycling policies.
Student Senate candidates fielded questions from a
panel made up of Brian Anderson, student vice
president for student affairs, Matt Donoho, Residence
Hall Association president, and Travis Spencer, editor
in chief of The Daily Eastern News at a panel hosted by
the student election committee.
Candidate Paul Hevesy said he does not know of a
place on campus where plastics can be recycled. He
said recycling is a campus issue because so many
people are concentrated in one space.
Candidate Erin Wesley said she transferred from a
junior college where the recycling program was 100
percent better. Wesley said the senate needs to try to get
the administration involved in the recycling program.
Current senate member Erin Weed, who is seeking
re-election, formed the Action Party. Weed is the chair
of the recycling committee. She said she is working on
several projects and doesn’t want to stop now. Weed
said she is interested in bringing a pizza box recycling
program to Eastern.
Many of the candidates said they are interested in
getting students to attend senate meetings to see how
senate operates. 
Joe Brusky was the only candidate, excluding current
senate members, who had attended a senate meeting.
He said personally inviting people to the senate
meetings might help boost attendance. He also said that
senate members need to be accountable for their own
attendance as well.
Senate member Keith Cosentino is running for re-
election and said he believes the senate needs to focus
on students’ needs.
“A lot of senators don’t seem really concerned about
students and have their own personal agendas,”
Cosentino said. He also said he thinks the  senate
committee system is failing because most committee
By MATT ADRIAN
Campus editor
Sixty Recognized Student
Organizations will be represented
on the Unity Quilt that will be
presented at the unity rally today.
Each RSO decorated a 3 by 3
square foot piece of material with
their organization’s name and a
message about unity. The squares
will be sewn together to make the
quilt.
“I was pretty surprised,” said
rally co-organizer Sean Flowers.
“We had about 20 until (Sunday).
In the matter of a day, we came
up with 40 more.”
Students for Unity, the group
that organized the rally, said they
are not sure where the quilt will
be displayed, but hope it will be
in a prominent location.
“The quilt is the legacy of the
rally,” said one of the rally
organizer’s Lance Phillips. The
quilt will act as a reminder to the
students about the rally and the
commitments made there, he said.
Students for Unity will be
holding the rally to discuss
problems with discrimination on
campus. The rally will be at 3:30
p.m. today in the Library Quad.
“What people get from the rally
is seeing 2,000 people in the
Library Quad, there for the
purpose of celebrating our
diversity,” Phillips said.
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill
and Eastern President David Jorns
have given their support to the
rally. Jorns will not be able to
attend the rally because he must
attend a Illinois Board of Higher
Education meeting in Chicago.
“If (students) can come for just
a half hour, even if they haven’t
been the target of discrimination,
to give the message that
discrimination is wrong and to
take back our campus,” said rally
organizer Patty Rodriguez.
Rodriguez said the Students for
Unity will continue to meet after
the rally to talk about the
discrimination problems on
campus and stopping problems
before they start.
Speakers at the rally include
Eric Foote, rally organizer,
Christina Hardin, educational
director for the Lesbian, Gay and
Bisexual Allies Union, Arnold
Pulliam, last year’s Homecoming
King and Kiley Allen, an
involved student, will be speaking
at the rally. University Board
Chair and Interfraternity President
Keith Lipke and Student Body
President Jason Anselment also
will be giving short speeches.
Unity Quilt to represent student organizations at rally
CHET PIOTROWSKI JR./Photo editor
Joe Brusky (center), a sophomore political science major, answers questions from Residence Hall Association President
Matt Donoho (right) at Thomas Hall Monday evening. 
By MINDY BUYCK
Student government editor
Student Senate elections begin today
and will continue through Wednesday.
Polling places will be open from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
Fourteen Student Senate seats are
open. A referendum proposed by the
Campus Improvement Task Force that
would raise student fees by $50 for
campus improvements will be on the
ballot. Some of the improvements
include a food court where McDonald’s
is, a debit card program, a pilot program
for internet access in some dorm rooms,
and air conditioning in Weller,
McKinney, Lincoln and Douglas halls.
Students who vote against the
referendum will be asked to indicate
which projects they do not want.
This is the first time the elections will
be held on two days to increase student
turnout. Director of the Elections
Commission John Petrenko said he
hopes this will increase voter turnout.
Student Body President Jason
Anselment said that traditionally voter
turnout is lower in the fall election that
in the spring elections. 
“I think all elections are important,”
Anselment said. “This election we have
a referendum on the ballot and that
raises the stakes a little.”
Anselment said he was hoping for a
large voter turnout because then
students get their opinions heard.
“I don’t believe a person should talk
about having their issues heard when
they won’t vote for the person who will
listen to them,” said Student Speaker
Jeff Zilch.
Petrenko said he hopes the two-day
elections will raise voter turnout to 15 to
20 percent. Last fall only 695 students
voted and in 1994 only 950. In both
elections the turnout was less then 10
percent. Petrenko said he hopes the
referendum will cause students to vote.
Petrenko said the results of the
election will be announced Wednesday
night at the student senate meeting.
Senate elections begin today
Candidates
convene
NATALIE GOTT/Staff photographer
Erika Evenson, a freshman music major, and Alicia Ziegler, a sophomore
elementary education major, decorate the Kappa Kappa Psi square of
the Unity Quilt Sunday night at the Newman Catholic Center.
Vote Today
Polls are open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday and Wednesday. Polls include:
■ Pemberton Hall
■ Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Walkway
■ Carman Hall
■ Student Recreation
Center
■ Thomas Hall
Prospective senate members
back recycling improvements
See SENATE page 2
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LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
$4.99plus
tax
Good on Tuesdays only thru September 17, 1996
Not valid with any other coupons.
Additional Toppings 99¢
D cember 22, 19 6
Tuesday at
Bacon Cheeseburger w/Fries
$2.49
$150 BOTTLES
$100 16 OZ DRAFT
50¢ Hickory Smoked Bar-B-Q
$200 IMPORTS(Guinness, Hornsby Cider Bass, 
Corona, Becks, and more)
(Lite & Icehouse)
tonight
Women’s Issues
Learn about empowerment!
This workshop will focus on the emotional,
psychological, & physical “stoppers” that
make women back off from their own 
perceptions. Learn what these “stoppers” 
are & how to free yourself.
Dr. Karola Alford, Counseling Center
Dr. Gloria Leitschuh, Ed. Psych & Guidance
Wednesday, November 13, 1996 7:00 p.m
Sullivan room MLK Union
Sponsored by the Counseling Center
Alternative Night
NO C
OVE
R
75¢10oz. Drafts
Frozen Mixers
Sm. $2.10 Lg. $3.10
345-7849
Lunch
Soup & Sandwich
$3.75
Plate Lunch
$4.95
Dinner
Hacienda Steak
Sandwich $5.50
Express Lunch Daily
Julie
Brought to you by UB Lectures & Performing Arts
Wednesday,
November 13, 1996
Grand Ballroom
8pm
$1 Students w/ID
$3 General Public
Don’t miss Julie,
Heather, &
Norman from 
THE REAL
WORLD NEW
YORK CITY
discuss their 
experiences on 
the show.
LIVE AT EIU
MTV’S REAL WORLD REUNION
Norman Hea
ther
The Daily Eastern News
is your door to the EIU community.
VINA DEL MAR, Chile (AP) – Ending a sum-
mit Monday, 23 Latin heads of state denounced
U.S. moves to isolate Cuba, but also pressed Fidel
Castro to institute democratic changes on the
Communist island.
Leaders from Latin America, Spain and Portugal
closed the summit with a statement expressing
“firm rejection” of a U.S. law intended to punish
foreign companies for doing business in Cuba.
The leaders urged the United States “to recon-
sider its enforcement.” The summit’s final joint
statement said the Helms-Burton Act, which lets
U.S. citizens sue foreign companies that use prop-
erty seized from them in the 1959 Cuban revolu-
tion, violates international law by trying to make
U.S. legislation apply internationally.
While that section of the statement seemed to be
a victory for Castro, numerous appeals for the
Cuban president to allow democratic change in his
country kept him on the defensive.
In the call for democratization, the joint state-
ment did not specifically name Castro or Cuba,
although some leaders did and it was clear that
Castro was the group’s main target.
Castro appeared unmoved. Speaking at a meet-
ing of Chilean socialists Sunday, he said Cuba has
its own brand of democracy.
In apparent response, Chilean President Eduardo
Frei said in his closing remarks that “there is only
one legitimate (democracy), which is the one that
respects human rights and makes decisions accord-
ing to majorities expressed in honest elections.”
Spanish Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar, mean-
while, said Monday that he had held a “tense”
meeting with Castro and offered him unspecified
“measures in favor of Cuba” in exchange for
democratic change.
“I gave Castro a very clear message. I told him,
‘I want you to know that if you move your pieces,
I am ready to move mine,’” Aznar said.
He said Castro’s reaction was not good, but did
not elaborate.
chairs are not giving committee
members good leadership or
agendas to follow.
The relationship between the
senate and other Recognized
Student Organizations was dis-
cussed.
Candidate Doug Stepansky
said it was his understanding
that  senate members are
required to attend RSO meet-
ings and resident hall council
meetings. He said that the atten-
dance is needed to keep good
communication between the
senate and other organizations.
Candidate Renny Seiwert
said he would make a strong
effort to attend Resident Hall
Association meetings.
Donoho said he was pleased
with the number of the candi-
dates who participated in the
debate. Only two people attend-
ed the forum to listen to the
candidates’ stances. He said he
thought student senate had been
focusing on being more
accountable but senate needed
to focus on being more dedicat-
ed.
Fourteen Student Senate seats
are up for election, five on cam-
pus, three off campus and six at
large. 
SENATE from page one
A lot of senators
don’t seem really
concerned about stu-
dents and have their
own personal agendas.”
–Keith Cosentino,
senate member
“
GUTHRIE (AP) – A helicopter lifted from the
ground, then flipped and crashed, killing three peo-
ple, police said Monday.
Ford County Sheriff’s Police Sgt. Rocky Marron
says the accident occurred around 11 a.m., immedi-
ately after the helicopter took off from a plant in this
small farm town about four miles northeast of
Gibson City.
Marron said three people were pronounced dead
at the scene by the Ford County coroner’s office.
Coroner Jeff Baine said the victims were pilot C.
Duane Baillie, 50, of Dewey; and passengers Lowell
Davis, 62, of Strawn; and Jeffrey Hansen, 14, of
Gibson City.
Marron said officials aren’t sure what caused the
crash. Skies were clear at the time of the accident.
Marron said the Federal Aviation Administration
has been called.
Helicopter crash leaves three dead
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (AP) – A
senior executive at Texaco Inc. did
not use a racial slur at a 1994 meet-
ing, investigators hired by the com-
pany said today.
Their analysis of a tape record-
ing, enhanced by sound experts,
contradicts earlier claims that for-
mer Texaco treasurer Robert Ulrich
referred to minority employees as
“niggers.” The investigators con-
cluded that the word Ulrich used on
tape was actually “Nicholas,”
according to the report issued by
outside lawyer Michael Armstrong.
It was part of a reference to St.
Nicholas during a disparagement of
the black cultural festival Kwanzaa.
“The phrase ‘(expletive) niggers’
just doesn’t exist on the tape,”
Armstrong said this morning.
Texaco chairman Peter Bijur said
he still found the words on the tape
troubling.
“The findings merely set the
record straight as to the exact words
spoken in the conversations,” he
said in a statement released today.
“But they do nothing to change the
categorically unacceptable context
and tone of those conversations.”
The Wall Street Journal reported
today that federal prosecutors
planned to file criminal charges
against at least one individual in the
Texaco case this week, perhaps as
early as Tuesday.
A call to the office of U.S.
Attorney Mary Jo White was not
immediately returned.
Prosecutors have been investigat-
ing whether to file obstruction-of-
justice charges against Texaco
employees who allegedly are heard
on tape plotting to destroy docu-
ments in a $520 million discrimina-
tion lawsuit filed by nearly 1,500
black employees.
Investigators analyze Texaco recordings
Latin leaders push for democracy
yBy LISA GREENBERG 
Staff writer
The Civil Service negotiators
and building and food service
workers said they are satisfied
with the 3 percent wage increase
that  the Board of  Trustees
passed on Nov. 4. 
“I t  was an interest-based
negotiation and both sides feel
that they signed a good wage
agreement for the coming year,”
said Lloyd Leonard, labor rela-
tions manager for Civil Service
contracts.
Physical Plant Director Ted
Weidner said the wage increase
was a “standard operating pro-
cedure” because the contract is
reviewed every year.        
The contract took effect Sept.
15 and will extend to Sept. 14,
1997.  The 201 building and
food service employees app-
roved the contract Oct. 9. 
The contract is retroactive,
which means starting from Sept.
15, the workers will  receive
their raise for the hours they
worked in September and
October in their November pay-
checks.
The one-year contract will
equalize the salaries of Eas-
tern’s building and food service
workers to the state average for
their classification. 
According to the administra-
t ion’s report  to the BOT,
employees in job classifications
covered by the bargaining unit
that  are below the State
Universi t ies  Civil  Service
System average wage rate
should receive an hourly wage
increase to the state average for
their classification.
One employee at  the
Taylor/Lawson Hall  Dining
Service said she is pleased with
the 3 percent  increase,  but
thinks there should be more
benefits for the workers.
Workers satisfied
with wage increase
By MINDY BUYCK
Student government editor
The “Not in Our Town” forum against hate
crimes and violence will be held at 7 p.m. tonight
in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Freshman Liz Halbert organized the event,
which is co-sponsored by Student Government
and University Board.
The program consists of two 30-minute videos
followed by a panel discussion with audience
feedback and questions. The program will focus
on race, but discussions also can include religion
and sexuality.
Halbert said she participated in a “Not in Our
Town” program when she was in high school.
“It’s a very enlightening program,” Halbert
said.
She said the program focuses on what people
should do when they are involved in racial inci-
dents.
Halbert said Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill
will serve on the panel.
She said several members of Recognized
Student Organizations will sit on the panel includ-
ing representatives from the Latin American
Student Organization, the Black Student
Union/Black Greek Council, the Panhellenic
Council, the Multi-Cultural Student Union, the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Allies Union, the
American Indian Movement and a representative
of the Jewish faith and community.
Halbert said she doesn’t want people walking
away from the program with any negative feel-
ings.
“I want them to leave feeling optimistic,”
Halbert said. “If they feel things are bad maybe
they will begin to think things will get better.”
Halbert said she thought this program was
needed in Charleston. 
Halbert said students who have been the target
of racial slurs and Homecoming incidents are
examples of why the program is needed.
Halbert said she sees many similarities between
Charleston and the town in the first video. 
She said both are small towns where people
dismissed small incidents of racism and then real-
ized they had a big problem.
“If we don’t do something about it (racism) it’s
going to build and build and then explode,”
Halbert said.
Forum to address racism problems 
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Acting out
A Ku Klux Klan member, acted by Chappel Monique Berry, gives perspective about the disappearance of African
American people by taking away a microphone from an announcer acted by Clint Vrona Monday during a
rehersal of the play, "Day of Absence."  The play, which is based on the Montgomery Bus Boycott, will be per-
formed by INDIGO at 8 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday at the Studio Theater of the Dounda Fine Arts Building.
BY ASHLEY MARQUART
Staff writer
Almost 2,000 prospective stu-
dents and families Monday attend-
ed Eastern’s open house. 
Boyd Bradshaw, admissions
counselor and open house coordi-
nator, said he was pleased with this
open house.
“I feel the open house program is
very informative and successful,”
Bradshaw said. “We’ve had record
numbers at each open house in the
last two years and they continually
seem to increase in visitors.”
Bradshaw said that 575 students
registered. Bradshaw also said 100
more prospective Eastern students
attended this year’s open house as
compared to the one held last
November.  
Bradshaw said most of the stu-
dents are unsure which college they
are going to attend, but some
already have applied to Eastern.
Some will base their decision about
what college to attend on Monday’s
open house, he said.
Bradshaw said he and many fac-
ulty members think the open house
is a “growing success.” Open house
days are so important because
prospective students have access to
faculty, residence halls, and facili-
ties, he said.
The tours began at 8:30 a.m. at
Old Main and ran until 11:30 a.m.
Tour groups left every 15 minutes
and continued for 30 minutes.
Admissions did their best to keep
the tour groups as small as possible
so that visitors could receive indi-
vidual attention, Bradshaw said.
Eastern open house draws
2,000 people to campus
H O N G  K O N G  H O U S  E
1505 18th Street, Charleston • Dine in Carry Out or Delivery 348-5941
ONLY
$4.00
Chicken Fried Rice
including
2Egg Rolls
Expires Sunday,  November 17
Men’s Issues
Do women really want sensitive men?
How to cope with the mixed messages society 
send men in the 90’s
Dr. William Kirk, Psychology Dept.
Wednesday, November 13, 1996 at Noon 
Kansas Room MLK Union
Sponsored by the Counseling Center
The Women of Sigma Kappa would like to
presentByron Ramult
of Pi Kappa Alpha as our new Sigma Man!
Congratulations!
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would like to congratulate
1st Vice President Rush - Laura Moore
1st Vice President Elect - Jen Polkow
and the
1997 Rho Chi’s
Quincy Souza
Lynda Surane
Kristin Glover
Sarah Cascio
Allison Leary
Kelly Brown
Jessica Patlan
Brittany Reeg
Crystal Jones
Sarah Weber
Monica Giles
Kate Pryor
Stacey Moore
Jaime Weiler
Courtney Stone
Missy Ward
Megan Trizil
Barbi Smyser
Aimee Boucek
Amy Wick
Jamie Torbert 
Jen Carr
Aleisha Meiss 
Tracy Nickless
Jenny Uphoff
Jen Ashby
Amie Torbert
Heather Novak
Tiffany Rantis
Laura Breuer
Katie Kalbfleisch
Marcy Benjamin
Sara Groom
Kelly Spotanski
Kelli Wieczorek
Erin Foyle
Dyan Shepherd
Courtney Bock
Christa Meek
Jen Kurth
Kerry Notter
Kelli Kuhl
Stacey Szklarski
Jennifer Montgomery
Laura Tucker
Congratulations!
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“The right to write badly was the privilege we widely used.
–Isaac Babel
today’s quote
Writing Competency
Exam should be open
to students sooner
Texaco s racist remarks spur controversy
The Council on Academic Affairs Tuesday
unanimously approved a policy to allow students
with 45 credit hours to take the writing compe-
tency exam.
The change will give many students the oppor-
tunity to take the exam during the second semester
of their sophomore year.
Currently, students who have 60 credit hours
and who have successful-
ly completed English
1001C and 1002C or the
equivalent are eligible to
take the exam.
The decision will benefit the students who want
to take the test to get it out of the way before they
graduate.
But why should students have to wait until they
have 45 hours?
Students who have successfully completed the
English requirements or who are exempt from the
courses should be able to take the exam, regard-
less of the number of credit hours they have com-
pleted.
Students are required to pass the writing com-
petency exam to receive an undergraduate degree. 
At the Nov. 7 CAA meeting, Doug Bower,
director of testing services and the writing compe-
tency exam, said the change will benefit the stu-
dents.
“For students who are a little weak in their writ-
ing, it will encourage them to seek help earlier so
that they don’t get to the point that they’ve met all
graduate requirements and then they don’t get a
degree because they can’t pass the exam,” Bower
said.
If the students already have demonstrated their
writing skills in the two required English courses,
they should be able to test their skills immediately.
A student who has just completed the English
courses will be able to apply what he or she just
learned and has a strong chance to pass the test.
If they have the opportunity to take the compe-
tency exam earlier and don’t successfully com-
plete it, they have plenty of time to retake the
exam.
The change to let students who have 45 credit
hours take the writing competency exam was a
good move. 
Now, the administration should consider allow-
ing students with fewer hours to take the exam.
Editorial
Dear editor:
I agree with freshman Liz Halbert
who said the welcome sign to
Charleston should be changed to
WATCH OUT! I had the unfortunate
experience of being called a nigger,
twice in only my second year attending
Eastern. The first incident occurred
some time last year when I was out
with my friends. Granted, I was being
silly and found myself in the middle of
the street, the driver of the car decided
that he or she would get back at me.
The driver honked the horn and yelled,
"Watch where you're going, you f---ing
nigger." I was shocked at first. Later, I
realized that in a small town like this, it
was to be expected. Initially, I was very
angry and felt that I had done some-
thing wrong. However, I decided that I
was not the one who should feel bad.
Why should I feel shame for someone
else's blatant ignorance? Since that was
the first time that someone called me
that here at Eastern, I decided to forget
about it. To my utter disbelief, I heard
the very word repeated to me on a sec-
ond occasion.
As I was walking out of the Student
Services Building, I saw this student
and I looked him in the eyes. He must
have thought I was really staring at
him. Next thing I know, he says, "What
the f--- are you looking at, nigger?"
Immediately afterwards I asked him,
"Why would you say something like
that?" Guess what his response to my
questions was? He said, without even
thinking, "F--- off." I decided that this
person was obviously rude and racist. I
also decided that I was not going to
stand for that kind of behavior any-
more. If Eastern claims to be a diverse
university, we need to show that we
truly are. If you are the kind of person
who does not get along well with peo-
ple of other ethnic backgrounds, then
suggest you do not attend school here,
or anywhere else. I am not blaming
everyone else for one person's mistake.
I just wish that for one day in my life, I
would have no worries about ever
being called a nigger.
Marquis Wilson
sophomore journalism major
your turnSophomore encounters
racism in Charleston,
campus communities
A Microsoft advertisement in
the Nov. 18 issue of Time features
a child innocently asking her
mother about racism.
“I learned something new
today,” the girl says to her mother
in the ad. “One time we had laws
that made black people use differ-
ent drinking fountains and bath-
rooms and schools. 
“But they’re changed, right
mom? So if the laws don’t keep us
apart anymore, what does?”
Maybe officials at Texaco could answer her question.
In August 1994, senior company officials were in a closed
meeting making plans to destroy documents that were to be
used in a federal discrimination lawsuit and referring to
minorities as “black jelly beans” and “niggers,” according to
the Nov. 4 issue of The New York Times.
Richard Lundwall, the senior coordinator of personnel ser-
vices at Texaco’s finance department, secretly taped the dis-
cussion to make sure the minutes from the meeting were
accurate.
Earlier in 1994, six employees filed a discrimination suit
against Texaco on behalf of 1,500 minority workers. The suit
alleged that the company repeatedly passed over minorities
for promotions for less experienced white employees and
“fostered a racially hostile environment.”
“There is no point in even keeping the restricted version
anymore,” said Robert Ulrich, the company treasurer, in the
meeting in reference to a document that would be used in the
case.
“Let me just shred this thing and any other restricted ver-
sion like it,” Lundwall answered.  He was laid off from the
company in August and turned the tape recordings to the
plaintiffs’ lawyers. The New York Times obtained the
excerpts from the recordings.
Texaco Chairman Peter Bijur said the incident is a “punch
in the gut,” in an article published in the Nov. 7 issue of
CNN Interactive.
“I am deeply angered and saddened at the allegations con-
tained in the article (in The New York Times),” Bijur wrote in
a letter to all employees. “ ... Let there be no mistake: there is
no place for this kind of misconduct at Texaco.” 
There is no place for that kind
of misconduct anywhere. This
incident answers question posed
by the little girl in the Microsoft
ad.
Racism still exists at all levels,
but it is much more subtle than it
was when African Americans
were forced to sit in the back of
buses or forced to use different
restrooms than whites.
Unfortunately, subtle racism of
the 1990s harms minorities just as
much, if not more, than the blatant prejudice of the past.
The company suspended two executives and cut off some
benefits to two retirees after they heard the tapes. It also
ended medical insurance and other benefits for Ulrich, who
retired last year, and Lundwall, who was laid off in August.
Texaco appointed a prominent lawyer and author with
experience in racial issues to work with the company to
expand diversity training. It is adopting a six-point program
to express its remorse for what happened during the meeting
and to try to improve employee relations.
But the company officials’ swift action won’t be enough to
satisfy Texaco employees, shareholders or the general public.
The Leadership Conference of Civil Rights asked the gov-
ernment to join a discrimination lawsuit brought against the
company by some of its employees in a request to the gener-
al counsel of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.
On Saturday, civil rights leader Jesse Jackson threatened to
organize a boycott on Texaco if company officials do not
have a definite plan about hiring and promoting minorities.
Fifty demonstrators including representatives from the
Dallas chapter of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People Saturday picketed a Texaco
Service Station, the CNN Interactive report said.
The public outcry should be a sign to Texaco and all com-
panies that racist remarks will not be tolerated in the work-
place. It should be a sign that they won’t be tolerated any-
where.
–Natalie Gott is associate news editor for The Daily Eastern
News. Her e-mail address is cunmg@bgu.edu.
NATALIE GOTT
Regular columnist
“The public
outcry should
be  a sign to
Texaco ... that
racist remarks
will not be 
tolerated in the
workplace.”
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u t s s @ u x a . e c n . b g u . e d u
The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author ’s
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included. If necessary, letters will be
edited according to length and space
at the discretion of the editorial page
editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
Letter policy
yBy LESLEY R. CHINN
Staff writer
A talent search contest featur-
ing Eastern students will be held
today at 8 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The program will be sponsored
by University Board Special
Events Committee in conjunction
with MasterCard Acts Program,
which is in its third year hosting
the event. This is Eastern’s first
year to schedule the local compe-
tition. Admission for the event is
free.
“Eastern was selected to partic-
ipate in the competition because it
is a school with lots of talent and
diversity,” said Student Life
Graduate Assistant Paul Mitchell.
“The contest allows students a
chance for stardom.” This event
will feature a wide range of stu-
dents competing in the music and
comedy categories. Groups and
solo acts such as the Dueling
Pianos, Chronic Itch, K-Love and
Blue, Kitaka Turner, Sourou Jones
and Latricia Olds will be among
the featured acts in this talent
search.
Winners of the contest will be
awarded a first, second or a third
place plaque and recognition in
The Daily Eastern News. First
place winners will go on to com-
pete in one of six regional semifi-
nal competitions during January
or February 1997 at the University
of Illinois at Chicago.
Winners of the regional compe-
tition will then advance to the
finals scheduled for Feb. 23, 1997,
where one winning act will be
awarded the title “Best Student
Act in America.”
UB to host national talent search contest
By OLATOYE BAIYEWU
Staff writer
Mujin Zhang, the vice chair of
the International Academic
Exchange Committee of Tsinghua
University in Beijing will be at
Eastern to give a lecture on
“China, Taiwan and Hong Kong:
A People’s Republic Perspe-
ctive.”
The lecture will be at 4:30 p.m.
Thursday in Phipps Lecture Hall in
the Physical Science Building.
This visit is on the heels of
King-yuh Chang’s, the chairman
of Mainland Affairs Council of the
Republic of China. This lecture
will counter Chang’s on the thorny
issue of South Asia.
Zhang also will be at a work-
shop conducted by John Faust, a
professor of political science. This
workshop will be from 10:15 to
11:30 a.m. in Coleman Hall, Room
206. This workshop is titled “U.S.
– China Relations”.
Zhang held a variety of posi-
tions before his present assign-
ment. He has been an associate
professor in social sciences from
1953 to 1982 at Tsinghua
University, chair of the department
from 1982 to 1984 and vice presi-
dent for the administration from
1984 to 1990. He also was secre-
tary of the Communist Youth
Corps in 1984.
After the Tiananmen Square
tragedy in 1989, Zhang became
the Consul for Educational Affairs
at the People’s Republic of China
Consulate General in Chicago. He
is presently a professor of contem-
porary Chinese history along with
his vice chair position. 
Laurence Thorsen, a professor
of political science, said he hopes
Zhang will speak about “free
speech, human rights and if
Beijing would allow the govern-
ment in Hong Kong to maintain its
pluralistic system.”
Thorsen also said he hopes
Zhang can answer a few questions.
“Is the local government in
Hong Kong going to be subject to
the whims and caprices of the
People’s Republic?” Thorsen
asked.
In comparison, he said of
Chang’s speech on Oct. 30,
“Chang gave a wonderful scenario
on the US and Taiwan relationship
and the economic growth of the
region.”
Thorsen said he wants to wait to
hear Zhang before he can ade-
quately assess the whole situation
of the region.
Beijing educator to give
lecture, attend workshop Computer lab hours in the Student Services Building are being extend-ed Monday through Thursday and on Sundays to accommodate studentsduring the weeks before fall final examinations.
The lab now will be open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m. Monday through
Thursday, from 8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Friday, 9 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Saturday
and from 2 p.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday. Student Services began the extended
lab hours in the fall of 1995 because many students found it difficult to
get access of the lab due to the rush of finals.
“I hope students will use this,” said Brian Anderson, vice president for
student affairs. “If we prove that we need it and like the new hours, then
perhaps the administration will keep doing this on a regular basis.”
During Thanksgiving and Christmas break the lab hours will remain
consistent with the office hours of the building and will close at 4:30 p.m.
The lab will be closed Nov. 23 and 24 and Nov. 28 through Dec. 1.
Lab hours extended
By BRITT CARSON
and ROB STROUD
Staff writers
An Eastern student reported to
police that someone smashed the
rear window of her vehicle some-
time between Thursday evening
and Friday morning.
Patricia Lakin, 22, of 1060
Seventh St., reported to police that
she parked her 1990 Toyota Corolla
in the parking lot of the Credit
Union 1 at 250 Lincoln Ave. at 7
p.m. Thursday.
When she returned at 8 a.m.
Friday she discovered the rear driv-
er’s side window of her vehicle was
smashed. The damage was estimat-
ed at $100, a police report stated.
The police have no suspects at this
time.
In other city and campus police
news:
■ Michael Lewis, 20, of 420 W.
State St. was cited at 8:58 p.m.
Thursday at his residence with dis-
orderly conduct, possession of drug
paraphernalia and violation of a bail
bond.
■ Jarrod Johns, of 505 N. Division
St., was cited at 11:03 p.m.
Wednesday in the 300 block of
15th Street with driving under the
influence of alcohol, driving on a
revoked license, illegal transporta-
tion of alcohol, operating an unin-
sured vehicle, loud exhaust, con-
sumption of alcohol by a minor and
possession of alcohol by a minor.
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The Women of Sigma Kappa 
would like to thank
C r a i g  Q u e r y
of Pi Kappa Alpha for being a wonderful
Sigma Man! We love you!
Car window smashed
 THERESA GAVLIN
tivities editor
Eastern’s Counseling Center is
onsoring a Life Skills Seminar
ednesday to help men cope with
ciety’s mixed messages and role
anges.
“Men’s Issues” will be presented
William Kirk, professor of psy-
ology at Eastern, at noon in the
nsas room of the Martin Luther
ng Jr. University Union.
Kirk said he will “cover issues
t make the adjustment of men in
day’s society a little more diffi-
t.”
The seminar will cover men
coping with their sexuality, which
tends to include internalizing feel-
ings and talking about more adap-
tive ways of coping and releasing
pressure, Kirk said.
The seminar will also include a
historical tracing of the previously
mandatory “macho” role to a more
androgynous role that shows the
acceptance of a more artistic and
softer side of the male, Kirk said.
“The environment still is not as
inviting as with the softer traits of
men that we would like and men
sometimes need to investigate and
invite their own softness to come
forth,” Kirk said.
Marriage is also a place in which
roles are changing, and families
with two incomes or with egalitari-
an parenting are an example that
show the change in today’s society,
Kirk said.
Kirk said the seminar’s topic
was “born out of an apparent inter-
est of a number of men who have
confronted their adjustment to a
changing world to where a gender
role is more apparent, more neces-
sary.”
Kirk said he is optimistic about
the outcome of the seminar and
thinks it will go well.
Seminar to focus on male emotions
TLANTA (AP) – Jay Leno said he was sorry, but
at didn’t appease Richard Jewell’s lawyers.
During his Oct. 28 show, Leno apologized to Jew-
 for making him the butt of jokes and for calling
m the “una-doofus.” The security guard was
eared last month as a suspect in the Centennial
ympic Park bombing.
“We did make fun of the guy, and now it turns out
the FBI has nothing,” said Leno, joking that his
apology “has nothing to do with the fact if he wins
this lawsuit with NBC he’ll be my new boss.” Attor-
ney Lin Wood said they want to review tapes of the
Leno shows while they consider suing NBC over its
coverage of Jewell.
Leno’s apology not enough for lawyers
348-54
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We’ll be open 
Wednesdays and Thursdays
Nov. 13 &14 - 20 & 21
Dec. 4 & 5 - 11 & 12
from 10:30 - 8:00 pm
Call 581-7148 for an appointment 
if no answer call 581-3616
Get your holiday hair care needs 
taken care of before the holidays
All Around Travel
Book Your 
Spring Break
NOW!
St. Louis to South Padre
AIR ONLY $141.00
New Releases
Today!
Blind Melon: NICU
Cowboy Junkies: Studio
Evita: Soundtrack
No Mercy: No Mercy
Playaz Tnyna Strive: All frames of the game
Punch the Clown: Each Sold Seperately (Ska)
Smashing Pumpkins: thirty three (CD• 5)
Snoop Doggy Dogg: the Dogg Father
Space Jam: Soundtrack
Rod Stewart: If we fall in love tonight
311: Enlarged to show detail ( video w/ 4 song ep CD)
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UB to host national talent search contest 
By LESLEY R. CHINN 
Staff writer 
A talent search contest featur-
ing Eastern students wilJ be held 
today at 8 p.m. in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Marcin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
The program will be sponsored 
by University Board Special 
Events Committee in conjunction 
with MasterCard Acts Program, 
which is in its third year hosting 
the event. This is Eastem's first 
year to schedule the local compe-
tition. Admission for the event is 
free. 
"Eastern was selected to partic-
ipate in the competition because it 
is a school with lots of talent and 
d iversity," said Student Life 
Graduate Assistant Paul Mitchell. 
"The contest allows students a 
chance for stardom." This event 
Beijing educator to give 
lecture, attend workshop 
By OLATOYE BAIYEWU 
Staff writer 
Mujin Zhang, the vice chair of 
the International Academic 
Exchange Committee of Tsinghua 
University in Beijing will be at 
Eastern to give a lecture on 
"China, Taiwan and Hong Kong: 
A People's Republic Perspe-
ctive." 
The lecture will be at 4:30 p.m. 
Thursday in Phipps Lecture Hall in 
the Physical Science Building. 
This visit is on the heel s of 
King-yuh Chang's, the chairman 
of Mainland Affairs Council of the 
Republic of China. This lecture 
will counter Chang's on the thorny 
issue of South Asia. 
Zhang also will be at a work-
shop conducted by John Faust, a 
professor of political science. This 
workshop will be from 10: 15 to 
11 :30 a.m. in Coleman Hall, Room 
206. This workshop is titled "U.S. 
- China Relations". 
Zha~.:.a ~aT~ety-=of=posi­
tions before his present assign-
ment. He has been an associate 
professor in social sciences from 
1953 to 1982 a t Tsinghua 
University, chair of the department 
from 1982 to 1984 and vice presi-
dent for the administration from 
1984 to 1990. He also was secre-
tary of the Communist Youth 
Corps in 1984. 
After the Tiananmen Square 
tragedy in 1989, Zhang became 
the Consul for Educational Affairs 
at the People's Republic of China 
Consulate General in Chicago. He 
is presently a professor of contem-
porary Chinese history along with 
his vice chair position. 
Laurence Thorsen, a professor 
of po]jtical science, said he hopes 
Zhang will speak about "free 
speech, human rights and if 
Beijing would allow the govern-
ment in Hong Kong to maintain its 
pluralistic system." 
Thorsen a lso said he hopes 
Zhang can answer a few questions. 
"Is the local government in 
Hong Kong going to be subject to 
the w hims and caprices of the 
People's Republic?" T horsen 
asked. 
In comparison, he said of 
Chang's speech on Oct. 30, 
"Chang gave a wonderful scenario 
on the US and Taiwan relationship 
and the economic growth of the 
region." 
Thorsen said he wants to wait to 
hear Zhang before he can ade-
quately assess the whole situation 
of the region. 
LARGE 1 TOPPI NG 
MEDIUM 1 TOPPING ~~~ 
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will featu re a wide range of stu-
dents competing in the music and 
comedy categories. Groups and 
solo acts such as the Dueling 
Pianos, Chronic Itch, K-Love and 
Blue, Kitaka Turner, Sourou Jones 
and Latricia Olds will be among 
the featured acts in this ta lent 
search. 
Winners of the contest will be 
awarded a first, second or a third 
place plaque and recognition in 
The Daily Eastern News. First 
place winners will go on to com-
pete in one of six regional semifi-
nal competitions during January 
or February 1997 at the University 
of IDinois at Chicago. 
Winners of the regional compe-
tition will then advance to the 
finals scheduled for Feb. 23, 1997, 
where one winning act w ill be 
a\\'.arded the title "Best Student 
Act in America." 
Lab hours extended 
Compuier lab hours in the Student Services Building are being extend-
ed Monday through Thursday and on Sundays to accommodate students 
during the weeks before fall final examinations. 
The lab now will be open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m. Monday through 
Thursday, from 8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Friday, 9 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Saturday 
and from 2 p.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday. Student Services began the extended 
lab hours in the fall of 1995 because many students found it difficult to 
get access of the lab due to the rush of finals. 
"I hope students will use this," said Brian Anderson, vice president for 
student affairs. "If we prove that we need it and like the new hours, then 
perhaps the administration will keep doing this on "a regular basis." 
During Thanksgiving and Christmas break the lab hours will remain 
consistent with the office hours of the building and will close at 4:30 p.m. 
The lab will be closed Nov. 23 and 24 and Nov. 28 through Dec. l. 
Car window smashed 
By BRITT CARSON 
and ROB STROUD 
Staff writers 
An Eastern student reported to 
police that someone smashed the 
rear window of her vehicle some-
time between Thursday evening 
and Friday morning. 
Patricia Lakin, 22, of 1060 
Seventh St., reported to po]jce that 
she parked her 1990 Toyota Corolla 
in the parking lot of the Credit 
Union T at 250 Lincoln Ave. at 7 
p.m. Thursday. 
When she returned at 8 a. m. 
Friday she discovered the rear driv-
er's side window of her vehicle was 
smashed. The damage was estimat-
ed at $100, a police report stated. 
1be police have no suspects at this 
time. 
In other city and campus police 
news: 
• Michael Lewis, 20, of 420 W. 
State St. was cited at 8:58 p.m. 
Thursday at his residence with dis-
orderly conduct, possession of drug 
paraphernalia and violation of a bail 
bond 
•Jarrod Johns, of 505 N. Division 
St .• was cited at 11 :03 p.m. 
Wednesday in the 300 block of 
15th Street with driving under the 
influence of alcohol, driving on a 
revoked license, illegal transporta-
tion of alcohol, operating an unin-
sured vehicle, loud exhaust, con-
sumption of alcohol by a minor and 
possession of alcohol by a minor. 
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NEED CASH? WE BUY cd’s,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668
_______________________12/9
KOKOMO JOE’S-Seafood,
steaks and ribs. Opening Nov.
1996 now accepting applications
for all positions. 8a.m.-4p.m.
Mon-Fri. 516 Piatt Ave., Mattoon.
______________________11/14
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOY-
MENT-Earn up to $25-$45/hour
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
of Asian languages required. For
info. call: (206) 971-3570 ext.
J57382
______________________11/20
CURRENTLY SEEKING AIDS
Awareness Week Committee
members. Campaign Scheduled
in Jan. We need to get on the
Ball. For info contact Holly @
581-7015
______________________12/06
HEY EASTERN STUDENTS!
THE HOLIDAY SEASON IS
HERE AGAIN. Prairie View Care
Center invites volunteers to
donate their time and talents to
our residents. Contact:
Debbie/Marsha 716 18th Street
Charleston 345-7054.
______________________11/15
CHRISTMAS IS COMING AVON
HAS LOTS OF GIFTABLES. Earn
extra money now. 345-4197.
______________________11/15
SPRING BREAK 97 CANCUN
OR MAZATLAN. Sell 15 trips and
travel free plus cash. Lowest
Price Guaranteed! Food and
Drink packages available. Call
Sunbreaks 800-446-8355.
______________________11/11
STUDENTS WILL YOU BE
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
BREAK? IS HOME IN THE
NORTH OR WEST SUBURBS?
Come work with us at RGIS
inventory specialists! Our busy
season starts right after the
Christmas holiday and lasts
through February. You can work
as long as your schedule allows!
Although nothing is guaranteed,
the more available you are, the
more opportunity there is for you
with us. $7/hr Call RGIS at our
Des Plaines or Downers Grove
office. (847) 296-3031 or (630)
434-0398. EOE
______________________11/11
LIFEGUARD NEEDED IMMEDI-
ATELY. Day time hours needed.
MATTOON YMCA 2212 16th St.
Mattoon. Phone 234-9494.
______________________11/11
AVAIL. POS FOR A PROFES-
SIONAL WITH BACH. DEG. TO
WORK AS A QMRP. EXP. W/DD
POPULATION PREFERRED.
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS A
MUST. EXCEL. SALARY AND
BENEFITS PKG. INCL.
HEALTH/LIFE INSUR. APPLY
OR SEND RESUME TO BOX
738 18TH ST. CHAS., IL. EOE.
______________________11/13
EARN AN EXCELLENT SALARY
WHILE EXPERIENCING A DIF-
FERENT  part of the country as
an American Nanny! $175-$350 a
week PLUS room and board! All
expenses paid by the family. Go
with the best referral service. Call
1-800-937-NANI for a free
brochure
______________________11/18
SPRING BREAK ‘97. LOWEST
PRICES TO FLORIDA,
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
& CARNIVAL CRUISES. HIRING
CAMPUS REPS. ENDLESS
SUMMER TOURS. 1-800-234-
7007
_______________________12/9
PLAYFUL PUPPY NEEDS PLAY-
MATE! teacher/electronics engi-
neer long to provide child with
loving, secure home. Can share
love, laughter, and bright future
on our farm. We’d love to help
you while you help us. Call Pam
or Tim collect.
______________________11/19
TWO GUYS NEED ROOMMATE
FOR SPRING ‘97. 3 Bedroom
house. $180/mo. each. Call land-
lord Sharon at 217-342-3475.
______________________11/12
CLEAN ROOMMATES NEEDED.
Big furnished Apt. on 6th St. $135
+ utilities. Call Ivan 345-9275.
______________________11/15
X-CLNT HUGE 2 bedroom Apt.
Big bathtub $225/ea. H20 +
garbage pd. 348-0608.
______________________11/12
WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female non-
smoker to share a 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.
_______________________12/9
QUIET 2 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231
_______________________12/9
SPRING SEMESTER 3 bedroom
apartment near campus. Phone
345-2416
______________________11/15
1 FEMALE NEEDED TO FILL
VACANCY FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. CALL 345-7136.
______________________11/15
1983 HONDA NIGHTHAWK
550cc. Needs work. $300. 348-
5362
______________________11/12
CRATE 2-12 IN. Guitar Amplifier
$300/obo. Westone Floydrose
Guitar $124.95/obo Frank 348-
1192 Leave message.
______________________11/13
1993 NISSAN ALTIMA GXE
EXCELLENT CONDITION
EVENINGS 586-3541
______________________11/14
CLOTHES WITH BRAND
NAMES LIKE GUESS AND RIO.
Many different sizes. Call 5255.
______________________11/14
1991 GEO STORM. 72,000
MILES $4,000.00. If interested
call: 345-2161.
______________________11/15
MONGOOSE SWITCHBACK
Mountain Bike. $175 obo 348-
8027
______________________11/15
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435
_______________________12/9
P R O F E S S I O N A L
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS
Member of the Professional
Assocation of Resume Writers.
The Career Connection 348-
8030.
______________________11/20
DISNEY-BAHAMA CRUISE
Seven days-6 nights $396 Per
couple. 407851-6008 ext. 8.
______________________11/22
UNSIGHTLY WARTS? SEE THE
WART SPECIALIST. EIU
HEALTH SERVICE. THURS-
DAYS, 9:30-3:30. THROUGH
DECEMBER 5
______________________11/12
PAUL HEVESY. Paul Hevesy.
Paul Hevesy. Paul Hevesy.
Student Senate. Vote ACTION
Party.
______________________11/13
BUYING STARWARS,
Superpowers, Planet of the Apes,
other toys. Midgard Comics. 348-
8368
______________________11/22
EASTERN ILLINOIS CYCLING
CLUB NEXT MEETING. Tuesday
7 p.m. at Stix Banquet room.
Everyone welcome.
______________________11/12
VOTE FOR ME! PAUL HEVESY
FOR STUDENT SENATE. Action
Party. Today and Tomorrow.
______________________11/13
HEY GREEKS COME PARTY AT
TEDS ON WEDNESDAY WITH
PHI SIGMA SIGMA.
______________________11/12
PHI SIGMA SIGMA IS HAVING A
ROCK-A-THON Nov. 14th and
15th to raise money for the
National Kidney Foundation.
Come support a good cause.
______________________11/13
FIDELITY ENTERTAINMENT
presents the CHRONIC ITCH live
at MOTHER’S, with Beer specials
and giveaways, Friday,
November 15th at 4:00 p.m. For
tickets call Jason 581-6763, Mark
581-6738, or Tim 348-5371...Also
come support CHRONIC ITCH
Tuesday, November 12th, for the
MASTERCARD TALENT
SEARCH Competit ion in the
Union Grand Ballroom at 8:00
p.m. Free Admission.
______________________11/12
CONGRATULATIONS TO
JENELL DIXON OF AST FOR
GETTING LAVALIERED TO
JEREMY “MELON” OF LAMBDA
CHI-LOVE KELLY.
______________________11/12
EVERYONE WELCOME. CAR
POOL UP TO THE U OF I FOR A
LOOK AT LAW SCHOOL. Will be
able to tour the School of Law
and sit in on a class. Will leave
the South parking lot of Coleman
Hall at 8 a.m. will return around 2
p.m. Class excuses available
upon request. No charge for
going. When: 13 Nov. 96, 8 a.m.
______________________11/12
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO
DO TONIGHT? Come to the
COMMUNICATION ASSOCA-
TION new member meeting
tonight at 7:30 in Coleman Hall
115. ALL MAJORS WELCOME.
______________________11/12
GINA SHAW OF AST-Thanks for
being a great mom. You are the
best. Love your kid, Carissa
______________________11/12
JEN PETERSON OF AST-
Congratulations on activation.
You are an awesome Tau. Love
Mom, Jenny
______________________11/12
CONGRATULATIONS JENELLE
DIXON and Jeremy Malinowski
on getting lavaliered. I ’m so
happy for my mom and dad!
Love, Angie
______________________11/12
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SARAH
KIERNAN. Hope you have a
great day. Alpha Love, your Ruby
sis
______________________11/12
CONGRATULATIONS MATHIAS
on getting lavaliered to Tony yen.
We’re so happy for you! Love,
your roomies
______________________11/12
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA CHI:
We had a great time being your
Phi-Esta Bowl coaches! 4 o’clock
club was a blast! Thank you for
the beautiful roses! Love-Sherry,
Michele, Peg & Marcy
______________________11/12
ALPHA PHI would like all those
who participated in Phi-Esta
Bowl. We hope everyone had a
good time. We couldn’t of done it
without you.
______________________11/12
CONGRATULATIONS AMY
MATHIAS OF ALPHA PHI on get-
ting lavaliered to TONY YEN OF
SIGMA PI. It’s about time. We’re
so happy for you. Love, your sis-
ters.
______________________11/12
HEY DELTS, Thanks for a great
graffiti function. It was a blast!
Love the Alpha
______________________11/12
OLGA, CRUISE? A RING? 3
KIDS? I ALWAYS SAID YOU
DESERVE THE BEST. A
FRIEND
______________________11/12
CONGRATULATIONS TO BRAD
OF SIGMA NU for winning
Commander Salute.
______________________11/12
ACTION PARTY FOR STUDENT
SENATE!! Action Party for
Student Senate!!
______________________11/12
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA/PRE-LAW SOCIETY Trip to U of I Law School
tomorrow at 8 a.m. Meet at South Parking Lot of Coleman Hall. No ini-
tial fee. Everyone welcome. Class excuses upon request. 
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Martinsville room- 3rd Floor MLK Union. Everyone is welcome.
AKD meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in Blair Hall room 300.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION dinner tonight at 5 p.m. at the University
Baptist Church. Come for food, stay for fellowship call Nichole @ 3302
for directions/transportation.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Tuesday-Night-Thing tonight at 6 p.m. at
the University Baptist Church. Guest speaker on topics including time
management. Got a Second? Call Leslie @ 3906.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Heritage room-Union. Everyone is welcome.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Bowling tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Union Bowling Alley. Come and have some fun!! 
TAYLOR & CO. meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Taylor Hall lobby.
Nominations will be taken for Exec. Board positions.
S.A.M. (Society for Advancement of Management) group meeting
tonight at 6 p.m. in LH 027.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER Faith & Light tonight from 7-8 p.m.
Meet at the Newman Catholic Church by 6:45 p.m.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY Bachelor/Bachelorette Auction tonight from
9-11 p.m. in the Rathskeller. Support Habitat for Humanity by bidding
on E.I.U.’s bachelors & Bachelorettes.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation from 8-9
p.m. at the Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Haiti Connection will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the Schahrer room-Union.
E.A.R.T.H./PEACEFEST meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall,
room 121. All are welcome to attend.
PHI SIGMA PI meeting and Pictures tonight at 7:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. in
the Effingham room. Formal dress for Pictures!!!
STUDENT ACTION TEAM weekly meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola room-Union. Everyone must attend! This is a very
important meeting tonight. If you can’t be there call Tiffany or Keith.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION meeting tonight at
6:30 p.m. in the Sullivan room. All members must attend. Final elec-
tions will be done tonight!
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN Tonight meet @ 6:30 p.m. in
Lumpkin Lounge for a picture. Then we will go to the Alamo for our
Activation Dinner. Professional Attire is requested.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held at noon today at the
Newman Chapel.
BLACK STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon room.
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION New member meeting tonight at
7:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall room 115. Snacks and beverages will be
served. All majors welcome.
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATION, INC. planning meeting tonight at 6:30
p.m. 109A, Coleman Hall. All interested should attend
SIGMA GAMMA RHO SORORITY INC. informational on Nov. 17 at 2
p.m. IN THE Paris room in the Union. All interested ladies are encour-
aged to attend. Dress attire required
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL public relations meeting at 2 p.m. at Taylor
Hall today.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL service meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Greek Court Common Area. Have speakers name. 
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SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)
– Steve Young, staggered by a
second concussion in three
weeks, almost certainly won’t
play next Sunday and teammates
worried about the physical toll
on the 49ers quarterback from
the succession of head blows.
Young was described as “very
doubtful’’ for San Francisco’s
upcoming game against
Baltimore, though coach George
Seifert left open a slight possibil-
ity that he could suit up if he
receives clearance from his neu-
rologist.
Young was scheduled to see a
specialist Tuesday, although
team physician Dr. James Klint
has already recommended that
Young sit out at least one week.
Elvis Grbac would start
against the Ravens if Young
can’t play.
Young’s latest concussion,
suffered during Sunday’s 20-17
overtime loss to Dallas, was not
as severe as the initial concus-
sion sustained Oct. 27 during the
first series at Houston, but the
repeated episodes are troubling.
“That definitely sends up
some red flags,’’ said left tackle
Steve Wallace, who has suffered
concussions in the past and now
plays with a special bubble cov-
ering the top of his helmet for
added head protection. “I’d take
a little time and get myself
well.’’ 
Seifert said the team is taking
all due precautions and the possi-
ble cumulative effect from the
concussions remains a serious
concern.
“Troy Aikman has gone
through the same thing and is
still playing effectively as we all
saw (Sunday),’’ Seifert said. “It’s
something that is part of the
game, but to where we are in this
situation, I’d be surprised if it’s
to a Chris Miller position or Al
Toon. I don’t believe it is, but
I’m not a doctor and I can’t
emphatically say that’s the
case.’’ Miller, a former quarter-
back with the St. Louis Rams,
and Toon, who played wide
receiver for the New York Jets,
both were driven into retirement
after suffering repeated concus-
sions.
Tight end Brent Jones said
he’s worried Young, who’s also
been bothered by a chronic groin
strain, might try to continue
playing when he should give
himself more time to heal.
“I hope Steve’s smart enough
to realize – and I’m sure he is –
that football is not more impor-
tant than the rest of his life,’’
Jones said. “It’s just a good pre-
caution to make sure he checks
that out and is smart with that.’’
Young, who has been plagued by
injuries this season, has missed
all or parts of seven games.
He has been bothered by the
groin problem since pulling the
muscle in the second game of the
season.
Young suffered a concussion
against Houston when he took a
helmet-to-helmet hit from
linebacker Micheal Barrow.
Against Dallas, Young was
knocked out in the second quar-
ter after absorbing a head-on
tackle from linebacker Jim
Schwantz and another hit later
from blitzing safety Darren
Woodson.
Seifert said Young, who in the
past has been able to avoid most
direct hits through his scram-
bling, isn’t as mobile this season
because of the lingering groin
injury.
“It’s not as though this groin
situation has gone totally away,’’
Seifert said. “He is better but I’m
sure that has an impact on every-
thing that’s taking place as far as
his movement is concerned. ...
He’s trying to do something that
he’s not, which is a standup
quarterback in the pocket. Before
he used to have quick feet and he
didn’t have these problems.’’ 
NEW YORK (AP) – John Smoltz can
rest easy. He finally has a Cy Young
Award, just like teammates Greg Maddux
and Tom Glavine.
“Everybody felt I needed this to be on
par with Greg and Tommy,’’ Smoltz said
Monday after scoring a landslide victory
over Florida’s Kevin Brown. “At least
winning the award takes the pressure off of
that.’’ Atlanta’s prized pitching staff
became the first to win four consecutive
Cy Young Awards and has won five of six,
a streak that began with Glavine’s in 1991.
Maddux won for the Chicago Cubs in
1992 and then won in each of his first
three seasons with the Braves.
“I know down the road I’ll be honored
to have played with those two guys,’’
Smoltz said. “Everybody felt I needed to
win it more than I did. For years things did
not go my way and I was pitching hurt.’’
Smoltz received 26 first-place votes and
two second-place votes for 136 points in
balloting by the Baseball Writers
Association of America. Brown was sec-
ond with two firsts, 26 seconds and 88
points.
Smoltz, a 29-year-old right-hander, was
24-8 with a 2.94 ERA, winning 14 consec-
utive decisions from April 9-June 19. He
led the majors in wins and his total was the
Braves’ highest since 1965, when Tony
Cloninger went 24-11. Smoltz also led the
majors in strikeouts with 276, innings (253
2-3).
“Aside from us winning the World
Series, this is the greatest thing that’s ever
happened to me,’’ he said.
Smoltz, who earned a $250,000 bonus
for winning the award on top of his $5.25
million salary, became a free agent follow-
ing the World Series, “There’s a lot pres-
sure to stay here, a lot of pressure from
people to do the right thing, do the nice
thing,’’ Smoltz said. “My idea of a perfect
situation would be to stay here, but I’m not
going to close any doors.’’ 
Hideo Nomo of the Dodgers was fourth
with five points. Tied with Maddux for
fifth were Trevor Hoffman of the Padres
and Todd Worrell of the Dodgers.
Brown got a $25,000 bonus for finishing
second, Andy Benes of the Cardinals got
$75,000 bonus for finishing third (nine
points) and Maddux got a $50,000 bonus
for finishing in a fifth-place tie (three
points).
Atlanta’s six-game World Series loss to
the Yankees took some of the pleasure
away for Smoltz.
“That tarnishes this a little bit. I truly
wanted to win the World Series,’’ Smoltz
said. “But if I can remove myself from
being a team player and just look at it per-
sonally, this is the most gratifying award
I’ve gotten to this point.’’ He also paid
tribute to Maddux.
“I consider Greg Maddux to be the best
pitcher in baseball,’’ he said. “He helped
me out a lot. He kept telling me, `This is a
special year. Make every game count.’
Coming from him, it meant a lot.’’ 
Braves’ Smoltz nabbs NL Cy Young award
BOSTON (AP) – Boston
College has decided that the 13
football players suspended in a
gambling probe will not play
again this season.
Their suspensions, which
began in last Saturday’s loss to
Notre Dame, will last at least
for the remaining two games,
against Temple and Miami, BC
announced Monday.
If and when suspended play-
ers will be reinstated will be
determined on a case-by-case
basis, the school said.
Two players included among
the 13 but not identified by the
school allegedly bet against
Boston College in a 45-17 loss
to Syracuse on Oct. 26. Coach
Dan Henning has said they
won’t be allowed to return, and
the school confirmed Monday
that any player who bet on a
BC game would not be rein-
stated.
The suspended players are
seniors Brian Maye and John
Coleman, juniors Scott Dragos,
Marcus Bembry, Paul Cary,
Chris Cosenza, Steve Everson
and Kyle Geiselman, and
sophomores Jermaine Monk,
Jamall Anderson, Dan Collins,
Brandon King and Rob Tardio.
Only Dragos and Monk were
starters at Pittsburgh, the only
game players implicated in the
scandal participated in after the
Syracuse game. Monk took the
starting spot from Maye, who
suffered a season-ending elbow
dislocation against Syracuse.
Everson already had been sus-
pended for refusing to re-enter
the Pittsburgh game.
The Eagles (4-6) began their
current three-game losing
streak in the Syracuse game.
The decision to keep the 13
players off the team for the rest
of the season doesn’t figure to
have a major impact on the
outcome of the remaining
games since BC still should be
a big favorite over Temple and
a huge underdog to Miami.
BC plans to submit to the
NCAA a summary of its inves-
tigation once it’s completed.
That report will contain the
school’s recommendations for
reinstating suspended players,
the university said.
Boston College players 
will miss rest of season
Young concussion concerns 49ers
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YOU WANT TOSEE TALENT?EIU’s GotTalent!
FREE
TONIGHT
AT 8PM
MASTERCARD ACTS TALENT SHOW
EIU COMPETITION
IN THE GRAND BALLROOM For further details, contact the UB Special Events Committee  at 581-5117
ONE OF EIU’S TOP ACTS COULD BE
THE ONE TO WIN $15,000.
Special Events
Comedians
Jim Harrigan
Hello Dali
Chris Hilkemann
Chris Meier
Bob & John
David Perez
Dueling Pianos
Sourou  Jones
Musicians
Machine Gun Tommy
Benjamin Miller
K-Love & Blue
Chronic Itch
Latricia Olds
William Tell
Kitaka Turner
Backbone
Impact
Scott J.M. Wright
Matt Nowlan
CHAMPAIGN (AP) – The University of
Illinois fired football coach Lou Tepper
after a four-game losing streak capped by
Saturday’s 48-0 loss to No. 2 Ohio State,
the school announced Monday.
Athletic Director Ron Guenther praised
Tepper’s “class and dignity’’ in a news
release announcing the firing.
“Unfortunately, we have not been as
successful on the field as we would expect
and we feel a change in leadership is nec-
essary at this time,” Guenther said in the
statement.
Tepper, 51, said in the same statement
he disagreed with Guenther’s decision, but
would stay on to coach Illinois’ final 1996
games at Minnesota Saturday and against
Wisconsin Nov. 23.
“I would hope that the fans will support
their (players’) efforts the rest of the sea-
son and during the transition to the new
staff,’’ Tepper said.
Tyrone Washington, a safety who played
under Tepper from
1992-95, said he
respected the
coach.
“It’s a shame it
had to go down like
this,’’ Washington
said.
“Things just
didn’t work out for him.’’ The firing makes
Tepper the third Big Ten coach in as many
weeks to lose his job. Purdue coach Jim
Colletto resigned and Indiana coach Bill
Mallory was fired. Minnesota coach Jim
Wacker is also at risk going into his last
two games, against Illinois and Iowa.
Illinois (2-7, 1-5 Big Ten) lost its first
three games by a combined score of 116-
11, sending already dismal attendance at
home games into a tailspin. The team saw
an average of more than 16,000 empty
seats in Memorial Stadium this year,
including a crowd of 54,000 in the 69,000-
seat stadium for the loss to Ohio State.
Money is a big concern in the athletic
department, which must make money with
marquee sports like football and basketball
to support all of its programs, UI President
James Stukel told The (Champaign) News-
Gazette last week.
“In the end, it’s a business ... you have
to pay the bills,’’ Stukel said before
Tepper’s firing.
Tepper has a 25-29-2 record in five sea-
sons at Illinois. Critics say the former
defensive coordinator has produced unex-
citing football, focusing on defense and
suffering from an inconsistent offense.
Illinois has had three offensive coordina-
tors under Tepper’s tenure. Tepper fired
Tom Beck after the 1992 Illini averaged
just 295 yards on offense.
Former pro quarterback Greg Landry
helped produce a 7-5 1994 team that won
the Liberty Bowl, but Tepper fired Landry
over personal differences early in 1995.
Current offensive coordinator Paul
Schudel, the former head coach at Miami
of Ohio, followed Landry.
Tepper’s defenses have been among the
best in the nation, ranking ninth in 1994,
10th in 1989 (when he was defensive coor-
dinator) and 14th in 1993. But this year’s
Illini defense is mired near the bottom of
the Big Ten, suffering from the loss of
linebackers Kevin Hardy and Simeon Rice,
who graduated to the NFL after last sea-
son.
Tepper has won praise for running a
clean program with a player graduation
rate above 90 percent. His program to pro-
mote racial harmony among players also
has won him accolades.
“Our philosophy has been to educate by
promoting academic achievement, positive
social behavior, racial harmony and hard-
nosed winning football,’’ Tepper said in
the statement. “I’m sorry that we have not
had more success on the field this season.’’
Illinois fires Tepper following loss to Ohio State
4.5 minutes per game in
1994-95.
Loos said he is still
uncertain about his
team’s capabilities even
after the first exhibition
game against Sports
Crusaders out of
Louisville, Ky.
“We won 145-76, so it
was not a very good
game,” he said. “We did
some really good things.
We passed well and
made some good deci-
sions.”
As for the rest of the
year, Loos is counting on the confidence
gained from last year’s success.
“We had some measure of success last
year, and that gave our
guys confidence,” he
said.
The Governors’ non-
conference schedule
includes games at the
Hawaii Tournament and
games against
Wisconsin-Green Bay
and Iowa.
Austin Peay hosts
Eastern on Jan. 2 and
travels to Charleston
Feb. 1.
Loos said he is not
sure about Eastern
Illinois.
“We’re all waiting to see how they do,”
he said. “No one knows much about
them.”
GOVERNORS from page 12
TEAM                                 Conf.     Overall
Murray State
Tennessee State
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Southeast Missouri
Morehead State
12-4
11-5
10-6
9-7
9-7
7-9
7-9
5-11
2-14
19-10
15-13
19-11
15-12
13-14
13-14
13-15
8-19
7-20
1995-96 FINAL OVC
MEN’S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
to score 10 points in 10
minutes against Eastern
Kentucky.
The other five return-
ing letterwinners include
sophomore center
Jonleda Buck and
sophomore guard Crlita
Eldar. Both were starters
last season.
Buck averaged 14.8
points per game last
year, shooting 60 per-
cent from the floor and
33 percent from three-
point land. Eldar is
shooting only 48 percent
from the floor. From behind the arc,
though, she is shooting at a 45 percent
clip.
“Jenelda Buck was
10th in the conference in
shooting percentage last
year,” Bivens said. “We
had two freshmen who
made all  conference,
Carlita Elder – she’s a
winger – and Courtney
Neely.”
As a team, MTSU
averaged 47 percent field
goal shooting. From
behind the arc, the Lady
Raiders averaged 34 per-
cent.
If there was one weak
spot for MTSU last year
it was in holding onto the ball. The team
turned the ball just over 19 times a game
last season.
RAIDERS from page 12
TEAM                                 Conf.     Overall
Middle Tennessee
Austin Peay
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Morehead State
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State
13-3
13-3
9-7
7-9
7-9
7-9
6-10
5-11
5-11
24-6
21-8
14-13
11-16
11-16
11-17
12-15
9-17
7-19
1995-96 FINAL OVC
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
yNew   Menu
Great   Food Great   Prices
EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
5 TO 9 pm
Jerry’s Pizza 
& Pub
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
•PIZZA          •SALAD BAR
•SPAGHETTI        •GARLIC BREAD
$3.99 Plus Tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.00
345-2844
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
Running the football has become
even more prominent over the last three
weeks of the Panthers’ football season.
During the first three games of their
four-game road trip, the Panthers have
already chalked up 1,050 yards on the
ground compared to only 372 yards
passing.
As for putting points on the score-
board, the Panther running attack has
accounted for 13 of Eastern’s 17 touch-
downs in the last three games. 
Six of those rushing touchdowns
came in Saturday’s 41-21 drubbing of
Southeast Missouri State.
Regarding the success of the running
game, Panther head coach Bob Spoo is
not surprised by how the Panther back-
field performed during the season. 
“All along the running game has been
our forte,” Spoo said on Sunday. “We
knew we had to do that (run the ball)
and it there is no surprise about it.”
And there were no exceptions to the
running game in Saturday’s victory.
Sophomore Justin Lynch rushed for
110 yards and two touchdowns on 23
carries in Saturday’s game. 
Lynch continues to lead the team for
the season in visits to the end zone, as
he now has nine while rushing for 760
yards.
Freshman Jabarey McDavid also con-
tinues to be a key piece of the Panthers’
running game puzzle. 
In Saturday’s game, McDavid carried
the ball 20 times for 124 yards while
scoring once.
McDavid’s performance marked the
third straight time he has rushed over the
century mark, and his performance cou-
pled with Lynch’s performance was only
the ninth time in Panther history that two
tailbacks have rushed for over 100 yards
in the same game.
McDavid has rushed for two touch-
downs and 403 yards since making his
Panther debut three weeks ago against
Tennessee Tech.
Junior tailback Ibrahim Bawa has also
been involved in the running game’s
recent success.
Against Southeast, Bawa tallied up 52
yards on 12 carries while scoring two
touchdowns. On the season, Bawa has
rushed for 512 yards and six touchdowns.
Sophomore fullback Conrad Praamsma
also got involved in the scoring attack
Saturday afternoon, as he scored once
while rushing for 70 yards on five car-
ries.
Praamsma’s performance upped his
season total to 254 yards and two touch-
downs.
Senior fullback Chris Szarka also saw
action in Saturday’s game, as he carried
the ball six times for 13 yards. For the
season, Szarka has rushed for 90 yards
while scoring one touchdown.
Running backs coach Brian Jenkins is
pleased with the variety of offensive
threats he has in the backfield.
“The one thing I stress to the guys is
that it’s easy to stop a soldier, but it’s
hard to stop an army of soldiers,” Jenkins
said.
Jenkins is also pleased with the way the
running game has gone over the last few
weeks.
“My guys knew all along that there
would come a time when the running
game would carry the team,” Jenkins
said.
“Our goal is  to get  better  in each
game. In the game before (Austin Peay)
we scored four touchdowns, in this past
game we scored we scored six touch-
downs and this week our goal is to score
eight.”
But being able to get into the end zone
would not be as easy of a task without
the help of Eastern’s offensive line.
“Our offensive line has done a tremen-
dous job,” Jenkins said. 
“My guys have the easy part of just
running through the holes that are created
by the line. By the time the third quarter
rolls around,  the opponent’s defensive
line is going to be tired after going up
against our offensive line.”
er to get over 200 digs is fresh-
man middle hi t ter  Daria
McConnell who has 214.
Silke is the team-leader in
blocks with 34 solo blocks and
59 block assists. 
Lamp is second on the team
in blocks with 17 solo blocks
and 54 block assists.
With five different players in
the top two of their respective
categories, Eastern cannot single
out one person to stop.
“We’re a well balanced team
with not one person hitting well,
we have four people hitting the
ball  well ,”  Hardaway said.
“People look at teams and say if
they shut down one person they
will  win the match,  but  you
can’t do that with this team.”
Even with the last two confer-
ence matches coming up this
weekend, Ralston said that the
team will not be looking past
Evansville.
“We need to go into the tour-
nament on a winning streak, and
this match will be the difference
between a two-game winning
streak and a six-game winning
streak,” she said.
Hardaway knows what his
team has to do to win.
“I know their high up in the
OVC and we have to stop
Vanessa (Wells) ,  Lindsey
(Celba) and Lori (Sommer) to
win the match,” he said. “I also
know that most of the teams in
the OVC are defensive teams.”
Ralston said this match will
get them prepared for this week-
end by getting the competition
back in after an off weekend.
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exhibition game, junior forward
Barbora Garbova and senior for-
ward Sarah Probst both reached
double figures with 18 and 15
points respectively. The next
highest scorer was Angie
Patzner with nine points.
Conversely, the Russian team
had four players in double fig-
ures.
To succeed this season, at
least three to four players have
to score in double figures in
order for Eastern to stay com-
petitive this season in the Ohio
Valley Conference. 
Consistency: This term
should come as no surprise to
anyone since consistency is a
key to success in any sport. 
The season had everything
from a three-game winning
streak to a five-game losing
streak coupled in with a lot of
two-game winning streaks fol-
lowed by two-game losing
skids. Like I said before, time
will once again improve this.
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Sports Network
Division I-AA Poll
The top 25 teams in the Sports Network Division I-
AA football poll, with first place votes in parenthe-
sis, records through Nov. 11 and previous ranking.
Marshall (67)
Montana (24)
Northern Iowa
Murray State*
Troy State
Northern Arizona
Stephen F. Austin
Western Illinois
Jackson State
William & Mary
E. Tennessee State
Furman
Delaware
Eastern Illinois*
New Hampshire
Florida A&M
Youngstown State
James Madison
Dartmouth
Southwest Missouri
Villanova
Nicholls State
Howard
Eastern Washington
Northwestern State
10-0
9-0
9-1
8-1
8-1
9-2
7-2
9-1
8-1
8-2
8-2
7-2
7-3
7-2
7-2
7-2
7-3
7-3
8-0
6-4
7-3
6-3
7-2
6-4
5-4
1
2
3
4
5
6
9
10
8
13
7
15
12
17
18
11
23
22
25
14
16
--
--
20
19
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
* indicates OVC team
Panther running game taking dominating role
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Well, the women’s team just
played an exhibition game against
the Russians Friday night, and
although the Lady Panthers did
fall in overtime 74-65, I was sur-
prised by the outcome. 
You see, in last year’s exhibi-
tion game, Eastern was handed a
57-43 loss after trailing 25-18 at
halftime.
I don’t know about you, but a
nine point loss is not as bad a 14-
point loss.
However, the fact that the
women’s team was actually able
to rally back from an 11-point
deficit with nine minutes left in
the second half to force overtime
by tying the game at 59-59 was an
accomplishment by itself. 
Granted, the Lady Panthers
only scored three times in the
extra session, but the fact that
they were able to comeback and
make it a game is a good sign for
this year since second-half come-
backs were few and far between
for the Lady Panthers last year.
In fact, the women’s team usu-
ally completely broke down in the
second half and the only chance
the Lady Panthers had of making
a second half comeback was in
their next game.
But forget about the rally and
the loss because there will proba-
bly be a few more losses along
the Lady Panthers’ road to turning
around a 12-15 1995-96 cam-
paign.
What I’m trying to get across to
the fans is that the Lady Panthers
might just be able to throw last
year’s letdown into the closet of
bad sports memories if certain
things from Friday’s game can be
improved on. 
I’m referring to the same closet
that our own men’s soccer team
threw its misery; I mean Missouri
Valley Conference tournament
hopes into after blowing a “proba-
bly should have won” game to 4-
10 Drake on Friday afternoon by
a 2-0 count. 
So here is what has to be
improved on from Friday’s exhi-
bition game in order to have a
winning season. 
Turnovers: Since basketball is
not related to the bakery business
and Christmas is still over a
month away, turnovers have to be
limited. Last year the women’s
basketball team finished the sea-
son with 606 turnovers. In the
exhibition game on Friday night
Eastern turned the ball over 23
times.
Last year head coach John
Klein and the players on the team
stressed the importance of keep-
ing turnovers down, and since I’m
pretty sure the team does not want
to go through a repeat of last year,
the turnovers will decrease once
regular season play gets going.
Point distribution: In Friday’s
See LESTER page 11
Brian Lester
Sports editor
Lady Panthers can
improve on last 
year’s roller coaster
Spikers look to ace Evansville
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Eastern junior setter Kara Harper sets the ball at practice Monday. The Panthers hope
to extend their winning streak to four games at 7 p.m. tonight at Evansville. 
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Panther volleyball team begins its final week
of competition tonight when it travels to Evansville
University tonight in a non-conference game at 7
p.m.
"We hope to get off to a good start and get a 3-0
victory," Panther head coach Betty Ralston said. "If
we don't win the first game we want to win the
match 3-1. The goal for this match is to get off to a
quick start."
Evansville (9-21) is coming off a 15-6, 9-15, 15-
12 and 16-14 victory over American University
(Washington D.C.) in the Saluki Invitational.
The Aces have gone 1-3 against Ohio Valley
Conference teams this year. They started off the sea-
son losing to Tennessee Tech 3-0; they lost to
Murray State 3-1, lost to Middle Tennessee 3-1 and
defeated Austin Peay 3-1.
Despite the difference in records, Evansville head
coach Mark Hardaway expects a good match.
"I expect this to be a pretty good match," he said.
"Last year we played them at the end of the year and
we played decent. 
"We are playing better than before, and last year
when we played them (Eastern), we were done with
conference and had no incentive to beat them. This
year we're in the running in the conference."
The Aces are led in kills by junior middle hitter
Deena Silke who has 339. The other player to
achieve over 300 kills is senior middle hitter Misty
Lamp who has 320. 
Sophomore setter Betsy Knott is the team leader
in hitting percentage with .311. She also leads the
team in assists with 1063 and is fourth on the team
with 139 digs.
Senior middle hitter Jeanne Braun leads the team
in aces with 43 and in digs with 227. The other play-
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By JOSH HARBECK
Associate sports editor
With a successful season last
year, expectations are high for
Austin Peay’s men’s basketball
team for the 1996-97 season.
The Governors finished the
season at 19-11, going 10-6 in the
Ohio Valley Conference, 3-0 in
the OVC tournament and
0-1 in the NCAA tourna-
ment.
And head coach Dave
Loos said he is anxious
to see what happens this
season.
“We’re excited about
this year,” he said. “The expecta-
tions about the year are high.”
Austin Peay finished third in
the OVC, and beat Eastern
Kentucky, Tennessee State and
Murray State in the conference
tournament to earn the OVC’s
automatic bid to the NCAA tour-
nament. The Governors fell 90-79
to Georgia Tech in the first round.
Loos has four of his five
starters back this season, as well
as the two top players off the
bench. He said having those play-
ers back will benefit this year’s
team.
“When you have a bunch of
veterans coming back, they can
help the new players get into the
system,” he said.
The main man at Austin Peay
is back for his senior year.
Forward Bubba Wells is not only
the Governors’ leading scorer, he
returns this season as the nation’s
leading scorer with his 26.3 point
per game average.
“He’s an outstanding player,”
Loos said. “He’s just a guy that
keeps improving his game. Just
when you think he topped out, he
does things he hasn’t done in the
past.”
Wells was named the OVC
tournament MVP, as he
scored 35 points in the
championship game. He
was also the 1995-96
male athlete of the year
in the OVC.
Three of Wells’ fel-
low starters return with
him this season, including guard
Joe Sibbit (10.9 ppg), forward
Reggie Crenshaw (seven
rebounds per game) and guard
Colby Pierce (5.8 ppg).
Also joining the team is 6 foot
10 inch center Josh Hallat. Hallat
sat out last season after transfer-
ring from Indiana State
University.
“(Hallat) will give us our first
legitimate center we’ve had in a
while,” Loos said.
The center transferred after his
playing time was cut from 13.5
minutes per game in 1993-94 to
Ohio Valley favorites get set for season
By ANDREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Last year, the Ohio Valley
Conference women’s basketball
crown was shared by both the
Lady Raiders of Middle
Tennessee State and the Lady
Govs of Austin Peay. The Lady
Raiders compiled a record of 13-3
in the OVC and racked up 24
wins overall. In
fact, their 24-6
overall record was
better than Austin
Peay’s 21-8 season.
The Lady
Raiders will return
seven players from last year’s
championship team, including
seniors Jessica Beaty and
Amanda Bevis.
MTSU will be led for the 10th
year by head coach Lewis Bivens.
Bivens has posted a career win-
ning average of 71 percent,
including a nine-year stint as the
head coach of Carson-Newman
College Jefferson City, Tenn.
In his first year as the head
coach of the Lady Raiders,
Bivens not only led the team to
the OVC title, but to a berth in the
NCAA tourney. Since then, he
has taken at least a share of the
OVC title three times.
Bivens believes the team can
repeat the success of last season.
“It’s always up in the air,” he
said. “I think that if we can stay
healthy we have a shot.”
Bivens is aided in his coaching
duties by a pair of assistants.
Associate head coach Stephany
Smith has accumulated a record
of 140-67 as a full-time assistant. 
Also helping Bivens on the
bench is assistant coach Altherias
Warmley. 
On the floor this season,
MTSU will be led by the tandem
of Bevis and Beaty.
Beaty, a forward,
has a career shoot-
ing average of 39
percent. From
behind the three-
point arc, her aver-
age is 35 percent. 
She is accurate from the charity
stripe as well with an average of
76 percent. She pulls down an
average of 6.7 rebounds a game
and averages  11.2 ppg.
Bevis, a center, transferred
from Northwest Shoals Junior
College last season. She was
named to the All-Tournament and
All-Regional teams in 1994, aver-
aging 16 points and 10 rebounds
in 1995. Bevis holds the school
record for rebounds in a single
game with 25 at Shoals.
Last season she was hampered
by a shoulder injury, but managed
Lady Raiders return seven
from championship team
Governors hope confidence
carries into 1996-97 season
See GOVERNORS page 10 See RAIDERS page 10
Editor’s note:  This is the first in
a nine-part series previewing the
teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference in order of their pre-
dicted finish.
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